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ABSTRACT

Studying Doppler shifts provides deeper insights into the flow of mass and energy in the solar

atmosphere. We perform a comprehensive measurement of Doppler shifts in the transition region and

its center-to-limb variation (CLV) in the strong field regions (|B| ≥ 50 G) of 50 active regions (ARs),

using the Si IV 1394 Å line recorded by the Interface Region Imaging Spectrometer(IRIS). To locate
the ARs and identify strong field regions, we have used the magnetograms obtained by the Helioseismic

and Magnetic Imager (HMI). We find that in strong field regions, on average, all the ARs show mean

redshifts ranging between 4–11 km/s, which varies with ARs. These flows show a mild CLV, with

sizable magnitudes at the limb and substantial scatter at the mid-longitude range. Our observations
do not support the idea that redshifts in the lower transition region (T <∼ 0.1 MK) are produced by

field-aligned downflows as a result of impulsive heating and warrant alternative interpretation, such as

downflow of type-II spicules in the presence of a chromospheric wall created by cooler type-I spicules.

1. INTRODUCTION

The heating of the solar atmosphere continues to be a challenging problem. Though magnetic fields are known to be

responsible, the exact mechanism for energy dissipation and the transport of mass and energy across different layers of

the atmosphere remains elusive. A possible explanation is the heating of the solar corona by impulsive events (see for

a review Klimchuk 2006). Impulsive heating results in the evaporation of chromospheric plasma along the loops into
the corona, followed by draining and condensation. Hence, studying flows in different layers of the solar atmosphere

sheds valuable insights into the heating and possible ways these layers may be coupled with each other.

Observations show that the transition region has a ubiquitous presence of redshifts (downflows). Early observations

from Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO-8; Bruner 1977), the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) normal incidence spec-

trograph onboard Skylab (S082-B), NRL High-Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph (HRTS; Bartoe & Brueckner
1975), and the Ultra-Violet Spectrometer and Polarimeter (UVSP; Woodgate et al. 1980) onboard the Solar Maxi-

mum Mission (SMM; Simnett 1981) show downflows in the range of 5–20 km s−1 in ultraviolet spectral emission lines

from bright regions in the chromosphere and the transition region (also see Lemaire et al. 1978; Brueckner et al. 1980;

Gebbie et al. 1980; Lites 1980; Brueckner 1981; Athay et al. 1982, 1983; Dere 1982; Rottman et al. 1982; Brekke 1993;
Achour et al. 1995). Moreover, transition region downflows in the range of 80–100 km s−1 have also been reported in

small regions within active regions. However, due to their rare occurrence, these are considered to be associated with

transients (Nicolas et al. 1982; Dere et al. 1984).

Studies with similar scientific goals have also been performed using observations from Solar Ultraviolet Measurements

of Emitted Radiation (SUMER; Wilhelm et al. 1995), the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS; Harrison et al.
1995) onboard SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo et al. 1995), EUV Imaging Spectrometer

(EIS; Culhane et al. 2007) onboard Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007), and Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS;

De Pontieu et al. 2014). Teriaca et al. (1999) used observations from SUMER to show downflows in the active regions
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to be ranging from ∼ 0 km s−1 at log[T(K)] = 4.3 to ∼ 15 km s−1 at log[T(K)] = 5.0. At log[T(K)] = 5.8 blueshifts ∼ 8

km s−1 are observed. Further studies on plasma flows were conducted using observations from EIS (see, e.g., Del Zanna

2008; Brooks & Warren 2009; Tripathi et al. 2009, 2012; Dadashi et al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2015; Ghosh et al. 2017) in

warm loops as well as moss regions (transition region counterpart of hot loops). Persistent downflows were reported
across the range of temperature EIS observed, log T = 4.0 to 5.0. However, lower transition region spectral lines like

O IV, O V, and Mg V were very weak in the observations (Young et al. 2007).

A possible explanation for these downflows can be impulsive heating occurring in the solar corona (see, e.g., Klimchuk

2006; Reale 2014; Klimchuk 2015, for a review). In this scenario, the redshift is due to field-aligned downflows of cooling

and draining plasma that were pushed up in the coronal loops due to chromospheric evaporation. If the flows have
a random orientation relative to vertical, then they should show, on average, a center-to-limb variation (CLV) and

vanish as one approaches the limb. However, Feldman et al. (1982) found almost no CLV observed in data from NRL

onboard Skylab(S082-B). They tracked two active regions as they traversed across the solar disk to study the Doppler

shifts in the temperature range log T = 4.7–5.0, and found the downflows to be in the range of 4–17 km s−1. Moreover,
the redshifts extended out to the limb. Klimchuk (1987, 1989) used UVSP data and found similar results in measuring

Doppler shifts relative to the average over the full raster.

The observation of persistent downflows was explained by Antiochos (1984) as a signature of field-aligned flows due

to condensation. Moreover, to explain the absence of CLV and non-diminishing flows at the limb, Antiochos (1984)

introduced the idea of a chromospheric well, which is formed due to the enhanced localized pressure due to impulsive
heating. Under this scenario, the absence of CLV naturally arises due to projection effects. However, there is a

drawback to this scenario. Under impulsive heating, field-aligned hydrodynamical simulations show downflows with

much lower amplitude than those observed at similar temperatures. For example, the downflows in the Fe VIII line

formed at an approximate temperature of 0.4 MK is ∼0.9 km s−1 (see, e.g., López Fuentes & Klimchuk 2018, 2022).
Under the assumption of constancy of mass flux and pressure along a given flux tube in the transition region, the

peak formation temperature of Si IV and Fe VIII (forming at different heights in the transition region) imply that the

speed of downflows in Si IV line should be less than .0.1 km s−1, which is about two orders of magnitude lower than

observed velocities in the lower transition regions.

Ghosh et al. (2019, 2021) studied the Doppler shift and non-thermal velocities in Si IV line and their CLV for a single
active region as it traversed the central meridian. They used the IRIS instrument, which provides regular spectroscopic

observations of the transition region in Si IV line, with an accuracy of about 1 km s−1. Moreover, the presence of

multiple spectral lines due to neutral and single ionized ions provides the best opportunity to perform wavelength

calibration and measure and characterize flows in the transition region. Ghosh et al. (2019) found that the strong field
regions of active regions (where magnetic field strengths are larger than 50 G) were redshifted by 5–10 km s−1 and

showed evidence of some CLV but less than expected for nearly vertical flows.

To mitigate the discrepancy between the observed redshifts and those obtained from hydrodynamical simulations,

Ghosh et al. (2019) suggested that the downflows observed in the transition regions are very likely related to the

downflow of type-II spicules. They proposed the idea of a chromospheric wall formed by cold spicules heated to a
temperature of about 104 K in the vicinity of hot spicules, which get heated to 105 K. They argued that the optical

depth of surrounding cold spicules is close to but less than unity, hence, allowing some center to limb variation in Si IV

line.

We note that Ghosh et al. (2019) performed the Doppler measurements for a single active region while it crossed
the central meridian. Additionally, the coverage of radius vectors (fractional distance to the limb from the disk center)

was limited. Only eight values were covered in the range of -0.8–0.9 (0 denotes the disk center, and +1(-1) are the

maximum values of the radius vector in the eastern (western) limb). The study assumed that AR evolution does not

affect how flow velocities and directions might change. Hence, it is important to study a wide range of active regions

to improve the longitude range and characterize the actual behavior of flow velocities. In this work, instead of tracking
active regions, we perform a snapshot study by observing Doppler shifts in different active regions at instants to check

if the findings of Ghosh et al. (2019) for one active region are valid for an ensemble of active regions. This provides

a statistically larger sample and better longitudinal coverage. In §2 we describe the data from different instruments

used in this study. In §3 we describe the various procedures involved in analyzing data from different instruments, viz
(i) wavelength calibration, (ii) coalignment of data from AIA-1600, HMI, and IRIS, (iii) identification of strong-field

regions within the active regions, and (iv) computation of Doppler shifts in these regions and associated radius vector.

We discuss the results for all active regions and their CLV in §4. We summarize in §5.
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA

To study the Doppler shifts, we have used IRIS observations. IRIS provides spectra and images with spatial

resolutions varying between 0.33′′ and 0.4′′ and a cadence of up to 20 s for spectra and 10 s for images. The field of

view (FOV) can extend to 175′′×175′′. The spectra obtained allow us to resolve velocities of 1 km s−1.

IRIS records a pair of Si IV lines at 1393.78 Å and 1402.77 Å, with peak formation temperature 104.9 K. Under the
optically thin conditions, the line at 1393.78 Å is a factor of two stronger than that at 1402.77 Å (Dere et al. (1996);

Landi et al. (2013); see however, Gontikakis & Vial (2018); Tripathi et al. (2020)). Hence, following Ghosh et al.

(2019), we use the line at 1393.78 Å for our study.

We have also used observations from Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) in 1600 Å filter for

co-alignment purposes. We aim to study the Doppler shifts in the two major polarities of the ARs. Hence to identify
the two polarities, we have used the line of sight (LOS) magnetograms obtained from Helioseismic and Magnetic

Imager (HMI; Schou et al. 2012a,b).

To study the CLV of the Doppler shift, we have selected 50 active regions, listed in Table 1, observed at various

locations covering the full range of longitudes. The upper panel of Figure 1 displays the location of all the active
regions over the solar disk. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows AIA-1600 Å image on 8th of July 2014 with the black

box showing the field of view of the IRIS raster corresponding to the exemplar active region (Case 39; the first row of

Table 1) that is described in detail.

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

To measure the absolute Doppler shift, we need to perform wavelength calibration. Also, since HMI and IRIS

observe the Sun from two different vantage points, a proper coalignment needs to be ensured. For this purpose, we

coalign IRIS observations with those obtained using AIA 1600Å passband. Since AIA and HMI are both onboard the
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), the magnetograms can be readily coaligned with that of AIA. Once we obtain a

calibrated Doppler map in Si IV and coaligned magnetograms, we identify the pixels associated with strong field areas

of the active region and deduce the average Doppler shift. Here, we discuss the above-mentioned procedure in detail

for an exemplar case of active region AR 12104. IRIS provided observations of this region from 23:35 UT on 7th of

July 2014 to 03:05 UT on 8th of July 2014. The spatial extent of the corresponding IRIS raster extended from 490 to
630 arcseconds along the x–axis and –310 to –130′′ along the y–axis. The position of the raster for the exemplar case

is shown with yellow box in Figure 1.

3.1. Wavelength Calibration

Wavelength calibration involves identifying average Doppler shifts in emission lines coming from neutral or singly

ionized atoms, which are expected to be approximately at rest (Hassler et al. 1991). Such neutral or singly ionized

atoms are present in the photosphere or chromosphere. There are multiple lines such as Fe II, O I, and S I present

in IRIS spectral windows. Following Ghosh et al. (2019), we have used O I (1355.6 Å) line for performing wavelength
calibration, which is a mid-chromospheric line in which velocities are small, and rarely exceeding 1.5 km/s for O I line

(Lin & Carlsson 2015). The average velocity can be assumed to be zero at the cost of finite random error. In this case,

the spectrum should peak at the rest wavelength of the line. This should be the case in the ideal scenario because we

expect atoms emitting these lines to be at rest. Any deviation in the peak of the spectrum from the rest wavelength
should be due to instrumental effects, which need to be corrected.

The average spectrum from a system of atoms at a finite non-zero temperature is Gaussian. However, directly fitting

obtained spectrum with a Gaussian profile has limitations. The spectrum obtained by an instrument gives the average

energy recorded in different wavelength bins, not the energy associated with the center of each bin. Even though, in

the first approximation, the energy in the bin is associated with the central wavelength, it is valid only if the spectral
line profile in the bin is linear. This certainly cannot be expected to be the case always. Consequently, to increase

our accuracy in finding the line center, we have applied the method of Intensity Conserving Spline Fitting (ICSF)

to the spectra using icsf.pro procedure (Klimchuk et al. 2016). It preserves the total intensity in each spectral

bin and performs a spline fitting to account for the line profile variation within the wavelength bin. Finally, the
spectrum obtained after the application of ICSF procedure is fitted with a Gaussian using eis auto fit.pro routine

in solarsoft (Freeland & Handy 1998).

In Figure 2, we plot the spectrum obtained in O I (panel a) and Si IV (panel b) lines. These spectra have been

averaged over the full raster. The black asterisks denote the original spectrum obtained from IRIS level2 fits files. The
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Figure 1. Top panel: Solar disk plotted with the red boxes showing the field of view (FOV) of all the IRIS rasters studied in
the paper. Bottom panel: AIA-1600 Å image taken on 8th of July 2014. The black box shows the FOV of the IRIS raster of
the exemplar case discussed in detail.

red curve represents the spectrum obtained after applying ICSF correction, and the blue curve is the final Gaussian fit

to the ICSF correction. The wavelength for Si IV is adjusted according to the difference between the laboratory rest

wavelength of O I and its observed wavelength of peak intensity in the raster-averaged spectrum. For the exemplar

case, we find the wavelength at which the raster-averaged spectrum of O I line peaks is 1355.5987 Å, which is larger

than the lab measurements of the rest wavelength, which is at 1355.5980 Å as obtained from Sandlin et al. (1986) and
Edlén (1943). The wavelength for Si IV is adjusted accordingly.

3.2. Co-alignment of observations from IRIS, HMI, and AIA

For the purpose of coalignment of IRIS and HMI, we consider AIA observations taken at 1600 Å, as this is closest

in temperature to that is recorded by IRIS in Si IV line. We first make a data cube of AIA 1600 Å images and

LOS magnetograms of the region of interest during the entire duration of the raster. All AIA images and HMI LOS
magnetograms have been coaligned with the IRIS slitjaw image in 1330 Å taken at the closest time. All the AIA

images and LOS magnetograms in datacubes are then corrected for solar rotation with respect to the first AIA 1600 Å

image as the reference. We then create artificial AIA-1600 and HMI LOS magnetogram rasters corresponding to IRIS

rasters to ensure proper coalignment.
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Figure 2. Spectrum obtained from IRIS in O I (panel a) and Si IV (panel b) line windows. These spectra have been averaged
over the full raster, for the exemplar case. The black asterisks show the data obtained from IRIS level2 fits files. Red curves
denote the ICSF corrected spectrum. The blue curves show the Gaussian fit to the ICSF corrected spectrum.

Figure 3 (left panel) displays the intensity map obtained in Si IV. The middle and right panel displays the AIA 1600 Å
image and the LOS magnetogram obtained by artificial rastering. The over-plotted contours correspond to 250 DN s−1

pix−1 in AIA 1600 Å images. The excellent correspondence between the AIA contours on IRIS image and the

magnetogram suggests a near-perfect coalignment of the data.

3.3. Identification of active region and computing average Doppler shifts

After coaligning the data from different instruments and ensuring that we select the same structures from different
data, we identify the strong field areas inside the active regions. Klimchuk (1987) identified the pixels in which the

magnitude of the magnetic field exceeded 100 G. Ghosh et al. (2019) on the other hand, used a magnitude of 50 G for

the same purpose. Ghosh et al. (2019) noted that the precise value is unimportant because the magnetic field strength

decays rapidly outside the strong field regions. Consequently, the contours of magnetic fields of ± 100 G or ± 50 G
are not very different. Following Ghosh et al. (2019), here we have used contours of ±50 G to identify the strong field

regions.

We plot the velocity maps obtained in Si IV in the left panel of Figure 4. The over-plotted yellow and green contours

correspond to ± 50 Gauss, respectively, obtained from the magnetograms shown in Figure 3.c. The right panel of

Figure 4 shows he histogram of velocity in such pixels. The average Doppler shifts in the strong field regions is 7.44 ±
0.02 km s−1. We estimate the uncertainties by accounting for random errors due to variations in velocities and central

wavelength of O I across pixels identified as strong field regions. We have also taken into account the systematic

errors due to an expected 3 mÅ [0.66 km/s] uncertainty in rest wavelength of O I line used for wavelength calibration

and a 0.1 pix dispersion uncertainty for Si IV [0.56 km/s]. For calculating errors, both random and systematic, their
components have been square added. These procedures are discussed in detail in Ghosh et al. (2019). While the

cumulative random error for this active region is ± 0.02 km s−1, the total systematic error, which is assumed to be

the same for all the regions, is ≅ 0.9 km s−1.

3.4. Radius vector
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Figure 3. Intensity maps of emission in Si-IV line (left), artificial rasters of AIA-1600 (middle), and HMI LOS magnetogram
(right). Contours of 250 DN s−1 pix−1 in AIA-1600 Å filter are over-plotted.

Figure 4. [Left] Velocity maps in Si IV line. The green and yellow contours in the right panel are of +50 and -50 Gauss,
respectively.[Right] Histogram of velocities in strong field regions of active regions (where |B| ≥ 50 G). The dotted vertical line
corresponds to 0 km s−1. The average velocity in these pixels is 7.44 ± 0.02 km s−1.
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We need to compute the radius vector of observed active regions to study the CLV of Doppler shifts. Radius vector

is defined as the sine of the angle between the LOS and local vertical (Klimchuk 1987). A value of zero corresponds

to disk center whereas positive(negative) radius vector represents longitudes to the east(west) of the central meridian.

We compute the radius vector of a given IRIS raster using its central pixel. If the central position of IRIS raster is
[x,y] ′′, the radius vector is computed as

√

x2 + y2

RSun

(where RSun is 959 ′′). We multiply it by ±1 for the east(west) limb. For the exemplar case under consideration, the

radius vector is 0.64.

Table 1. List of active regions studied. The file name of the IRIS rasters belonging to the different active regions studied is
tabulated along with their radius vector (RV) and the average velocity ± in Si IV line (Vavg) in the pixels with strong magnetic
fields(|B| ≥ 50 G). The error cumulative random errors are also listed along with Vavg.

Index Fits filea RV Vavg Index Fits file RV Vavg

0 20201118 153452 3690108077 -0.94 5.00± 0.10 25 20160227 074513 3620258078 -0.29 8.37± 0.03

1 20200814 054633 3620108077 -0.89 2.87± 0.07 26 20140701 164900 3820258196 -0.20 9.73± 0.03

2 20180901 175648 3620108077 -0.88 5.93± 0.07 27 20141001 224938 3800009396 -0.13 10.3± 0.02

3 20141106 024328 3893010094 -0.86 4.42± 0.06 28 20150223 233348 3800110096 -0.06 9.75± 0.03

4 20140129 200158 3880010095 -0.82 5.56± 0.05 29 20160228 153411 3620258078 0.01 10.2± 0.03

5 20190605 051739 3620108077 -0.77 7.14± 0.06 30 20150207 041007 3800256196 0.03 9.95± 0.03

6 20140702 003429 3820259296 -0.74 7.64± 0.02 31 20160330 190439 3600108078 0.05 10.0± 0.03

7 20200105 000818 3690108077 -0.65 7.41± 0.06 32 20171217 031351 3610108077 0.10 8.34± 0.12

8 20180205 113343 3610108077 -0.64 8.60± 0.09 33 20140701 195503 3820258196 0.14 9.43± 0.03

9 20210923 130908 3620108077 -0.60 7.69± 0.04 34 20150214 150407 3820256096 0.31 9.48± 0.02

10 20160412 020911 3600108078 -0.60 9.13± 0.02 35 20190309 044823 3620010077 0.40 9.33± 0.05

11 20190507 121550 3620110077 -0.60 6.06± 0.04 36 20150928 170841 3690092077 0.45 9.92± 0.04

12 20191222 045119 3690108077 -0.60 8.61± 0.17 37 20180601 030145 3620108077 0.45 6.87± 0.03

13 20140916 044847 3893010094 -0.58 8.17± 0.05 38 20190322 105259 3620108077 0.50 9.42± 0.07

14 20171210 021825 3630108077 -0.56 7.37± 0.03 39 20140707 233530 3824263396 0.64 7.43± 0.02

15 20200801 143730 3620108077 -0.52 5.25± 0.04 40 20160310 163211 3620258078 0.66 9.68± 0.03

16 20141130 070200 3893010094 -0.50 6.90± 0.06 41 20170306 072447 3620106076 0.69 8.75± 0.05

17 20140815 070803 3800258196 -0.48 9.51± 0.02 42 20160115 120419 3630008076 0.69 6.49± 0.04

18 20141003 044846 3893260094 -0.46 6.69± 0.06 43 20140215 163205 3800258296 0.71 5.35± 0.02

19 20160413 014409 3600108078 -0.42 9.39± 0.02 44 20140708 192613 3824263396 0.77 7.04± 0.03

20 20201206 090413 3610108077 -0.40 6.29± 0.08 45 20191122 101544 3690108077 0.84 6.71± 0.21

21 20171025 161338 3630110077 -0.39 6.64± 0.06 46 20200501 145553 3620108077 0.87 9.19± 0.28

22 20170303 021419 3620106076 -0.39 8.43± 0.04 47 20200801 011722 3620108077 0.88 7.00± 0.10

23 20150222 154645 3800110096 -0.39 9.07± 0.03 48 20200315 235329 3620108077 0.88 6.75± 0.10

24 20160329 061311 3600108078 -0.31 9.06± 0.03 49 20201205 164951 3610108077 0.98 3.87± 0.07

a The tabulated filename excludes the common part ’iris l2 ’ on left and ’ raster t000 r00000.fits’ on right.

4. CENTER TO LIMB VARIATION OF DOPPLER SHIFTS

We carry out exactly the same analysis discussed above for 50 active regions listed in Table 1. These active regions

have been randomly selected so as cover radius vectors over the whole disk. The name of the analyzed iris level2
fits files, their radius vector (RV), the mean velocity (Vavg with random error) in its strong field regions are given in

Table 1. These active regions have been arranged in ascending order of radius vectors. Case 39 corresponds to the

exemplar case discussed in the previous section. Figure 5 plots the Doppler shifts as a function of radius vector. The

black asterisks show the average Doppler shift in the strong field regions.
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Figure 5. Measured Doppler shifts in the strong field regions of the active region as a function of radius vector shown with
black asterisks. The dashed black curve shows the variation of Doppler velocity expected from the hypothetical vertical flow of
vvertical = 10 km s−1. The over-plotted blue and red dashed lines show the CLV of hypothetical vertical flows with velocities
vvertical − δvsys (blue), and vvertical + δvsys (red). The random errors range from 0.01 km s

−1 to 0.2 km s
−1. Consequently,

these errors are hardly visible.

We demonstrate the expected behavior of the line-of-sight Doppler shifts,

vLOS = v0

√

[

1−
( r

R

)2
]

,

where v0 is the mean velocity corresponding to an active region at disk center, and RV= r
R

is the radius vector. The
black dashed lines in Figure 5 show the trend for v0 = 10 km s−1, which matches the measured average Doppler shift

in the strong field region of the active region closest to disk center (at RV= 0.01). The effect of systematic shifts

from variations of ±0.9 km s−1 are shown as red and blue dashed curves. These curves show what kind of variation is

expected if v0 were the same for all active regions. In reality, the average flow velocity will vary across different active
regions. However, note that the scatter in the data points is similar to the expected systematic variations, suggesting

that the variation in v0 across active regions is not much larger than ∼1 km s−1. Figure 5 is thus an illustration

of how the data differs from the expected variation. Some center-to-limb variation is clearly visible, consistent with

the observations of Ghosh et al. (2019) based on following a single active region over time. Large departures from

the expected trend are also seen as the RV approaches the limb, suggesting that an additional effect is responsible.
Detailed modeling of these effects is beyond the scope of this work.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Here, we report on the most comprehensive measurements and analysis of AR Doppler shifts and CLV to date using
IRIS spectral measurements of Si IV. For the purpose of co-alignment and to identify the strong field regions in active

regions, we have used the observations from AIA and HMI, both onboard SDO.

Similar to the results obtained by Feldman et al. (1976), Klimchuk (1987, 1989), and Ghosh et al. (2019), we find

that in lower transition region emissions, active regions are predominantly red shifted with velocities ranging between
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4–11 km s−1. Moreover, the Doppler shifts show CLV, as was also reported by Ghosh et al. (2019). Note that the

results obtained by Ghosh et al. (2019) was based on the tracking of a single active region AR 12641 as it crossed from

the center towards the limb. Here, we have studied 50 active regions located at different locations across the solar

disk.
Ghosh et al. (2019) proposed that the lower transition region redshifts are not due to the draining of cooling coronal

material but rather the main bodies of falling type II spicules. If these spicules have a random orientation relative to

vertical, then their average redshift should exhibit the CLV expected of a vertical flow. To explain the weaker variation

that is observed, Ghosh et al. proposed that absorption from interlaced cold type I spicules gives preferential weighting

to type II spicules that are more closely aligned with the line of sight. These ”selected” spicules have similar Doppler
shift everywhere across the solar disk. A modest CLV occurs because the type I spicules are not totally opaque.

Ghosh et al. (2019) described the the type I spicules as providing a chromospheric wall, which is slightly different from

the chromospheric well proposed by Antiochos (1984).
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